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Dr Prem C Jain
The guiding light of Indian Green Building Movement
“ Global green building

fraternity stands in awe of
Dr Prem C Jain, architect of
the modern green building
movement, for leaving a rich
and inspiring legacy to imbibe
26 January 1936 - 20 September 2018

and emulate. “
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Message From Chairman, IGBC

Er V Suresh
Chairman
Indian Green Building Council (IGBC)
" I am very glad to convey my greetings for the IGBC Chandigarh chapter. This is one of the major state
groupings covered by one chapter. Namely Punjab Haryana , Jammu and Kashmir, Uttarakhand. Himachal
Pradesh and UT of Chandigarh
The year saw some phenomenal initiatives and action areas. The green incentive scheme from Punjab and HP
was followed up with hard fought and rightly defended Green incentive scheme in Haryana Building Code.
I hope and wish Uttarakhand , J and K and UT Chandigarh will follow soon
The spread of the green ratings for buildings of all asset classes and campuses and Panchkula city is very
encouraging. Some of them were award winning at Asia Pacific competition level. The special awareness and
dissemination to state town planning and construction department level are steps in right direction and has
helped create good exposure in governance systems.
Catching the next generation through IGBC Student chapters and intense activities among students of
architecture and engineering in colleges and schools covering all states is a significant contribution . All of
them are potential candidates for IGBC AP's. The senior faculty exposure through Technical Teachers
Training initiatives creates capacity building and capanility infusion on sustainable development options .
The all round integrated efforts have contributed significantly to spread green building movement initiatives
among all stakeholders namely Governments, corporate clients , builders and developers, professionals and
consultants , faculty and students . The media appreciation at various levels and regular intervals have helped
create massive citizen awareness and acceptability.
I am aware of the quantum jump in all round growth plans for 2019, building upon initiatives of 2018 and
earlier years. I wish the IGBC professional team at Chandigarh all success in all their endeavors and wish all
our stakeholders and well wishers a Bright 2019 spreading cheer, joy ,well being in the creation of green
sustainable built environment.
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Ar Jit Kumar Gupta
Chair,
IGBC Chandigarh chapter
I have great honour and pleasure to present before you latest issue of the newsletter of Chandigarh Chapter of
IGBC, briefing about various activities undertaken by the Chapter in the recent past. As integral part of
IGBC family, we are trying to chip in our best efforts to make, ‘Green Buldings’, as the role model of the
built environment and to create awareness about the role and importance of planning and designing with
nature using natural resources of air, light and ventilation etc. In this endeavour we are trying to reach
students, professionals and other stakeholders including architects, Engineers, Planners, Industry, Institutions,
Academia, Builders , Promoters etc for their active and unqualified support to ensure that sustainable built
development becomes the order of the day. In this endeavours of ours, we are fortunate to have the able
guidance and the support of IGBC in general and office bearers of IGBC. in particular. I would like to place
on record our sincere gratitude and grateful thanks for our past Chairman, Late Dr P. C Jain, one of the
finest and ablest professional and human being par excellence, who provided all possible guidance and
support to the Chandigarh Chapter, to make it grow and overcome all roadblocks which were faced in our
journey of promoting green culture in the region, involving; making IGBC integral part of Haryana Building
Code, PUDA Building Rules; Punjab Municipal Bye-laws, Himachal Building Rules etc. We always look
towards the principles and ethics defined by Late Dr P. C Jain, for guidance while treading our journey in
making India Jagat guru in the domain of sustainable built environment. We are making sure that IGBC
achieves its target of 10 billion sqft of green built space by 2020, envisioned by Late Dr Jain. With new team,
led by Sh. V. Suresh and S. Gurmeet Arora, as Chair and Co- Chair , I am sure IGBC will be put on fast
trajectory of growth and will achieve its goals much faster and quicker.
Chandigarh Chapter has been actively involved in various activities involving knowledge sharing about
green buildings with the faculty and students of various technical institutions through opening of the IGBC
Student’s Chapters at the Mata Vaishno Devi University, Katra, Graphic Era Hill University, Dehradun;
Punjab Institute of Technology and IKG Punjab Technical University, Kharar besides collaborating with
National Institute of
Technical Teacher Training Education and Research, Chandigarh . Chandigarh
Chapter, in collaboration with Indian Institute of Interior Design, has also been actively involved in
promoting the role and importance of green interiors for achieving best indoor air quality to make users
healthy and more productive.
It is matter of great pride that Indian Business School, Mohali was awarded the Platinum Rating by IGBC and
was one of three short- listed projects in the category of institution at the competition held at global level.
Care Fusion BD office, Tata Myst, and Homeland projects were also awarded Platinum Ratings and Tynor
factory as Gold by IGBC in categories of Green interior, Green Home, residential buildings and factory.
More projects in the region are being registered & certified for ratings under IGBC.
This newsletter is the outcome of the dedicated and untiring effort put in by Mr Nilesh Rana, who despite all
odds have made the newsletter a reality.
I take this opportunity of thanking Col Shailesh Pathak and Er Abhimanyu Deswal , Co-chairpersons of the
Chapter for providing unqualified support and giving their valuable time for promoting the cause of
sustainability and green built environment in the region.
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Plaque Handover to CII Northern Region Headquarter
30 November 2018 | Chandigarh
Rating

:

Gold - IGBC Existing
Building

Built Up Area:

4700 sq mtr

Building Use :

Office Building

Key Green Features :

Mr Sachit Jain, Chairman, CII Northern Region receiving the Plaque from
Mr V Suresh, Chairman, Indian Green Building Council (IGBC)

Passive building design features to optimise energy usage, Daylighting for 90% regularly occupied spaces,
40% water savings over baseline, 10% annual grid energy use is offset by onsite Renewable Energy Source,
Use of eco-friendly housekeeping chemicals for improved indoor air quality

Study Mission on Sharing Best Environmental Green Practices at ISB Mohali
26 September 2018 | Mohali
As part of the Green Building Week 2018 Celebrations , IGBC Chandigarh Chapter organized a mission on
“Sharing Best Practices in Green Buildings”. The programme comprised of sharing best practices through
presentation and visit to Indian School of Business, Mohali Campus – an IGBC certified Gold Rated Building.

Maj Gen (Retd) TPS Bakhshi during his presentation on Best
Green Practices at ISB Mohali

Participants at the session

Session on Green Healthcare at PGIMER Chandigarh
12 September 2018 | Chandigarh
Session on Green Healthcare and Green Buildings was
organized to sensitize officials of Postgraduate Institute
of Medical Education and Research , Chandigarh

Officials at the session
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IGBC Green League (IGL) 2018
23 June - 21 July 2018 | Chandigarh
To achieve the vision and to propagate the green building movement, CII - IGBC has launched a unique
“Learn & Win” concept titled ‘IGBC Green League (IGL) - Learning & Growing Together’. IGBC
Chandigarh Chapter organized the 3rd edition of IGBC Green League (IGL) - ‘Learn Leverage & Lead’ from
23rd June 2018 for 5 consecutive Saturdays at Chandigarh
The event was a first of its kind, unique learning experience for stakeholder from construction industry through
5 Saturday’s training culminating with a Quiz competition on Sustainability and Green attributes.

Participants at IGBC Green League

Maj Gen (Retd) TPS Bakhshi during his
presentation on Best Practices in Green buildings

Ar Avlokita Aggarwal speaking on Operations
& Life Cycle Analysis of buildings

Ms Akansha Rathi making presentation on Green Buildings to Green Cities &
Brief on IGBC Rating Program

Ar Nandita Parikh addressing on Bio
Diversity & its importance in Built

Ar Sanyukta Pande making presentation on
Sustainable Architecture - Power of Design
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IGL Day 2 : Towards Net Zero Energy : 30 June 2018

Ar Jit Kumar Gupta making the
opening remarks

Mr Manpreet Singh speaking on
Mr Himanshu Dutta Prajapati making
Energy Efficient HVAC Systems for
presentation on Introduction to
Existing Building and latest trends
Energy Efficiency

Mr Gurmeet Singh making Mr Ziaur Rehman speaking on
presentation on Measurement Energy Standards & Codes
& Verification

Mr Ashish Jain addressing
on "Journey to Net Zero"

Mr SMH Adil addressing on
Simulation Tools

Col Shailesh Pathak during the
presentation on "Glass for Green
Buildings"

Mr Pranesh sharma
speaking on Lighting
Systems & Controls

IGL Day 3 : Zero Water Discharge : 7 July 2018

Sh Kapil Setia, Chief Architect, Dept. Of Urban
Planning, Chandigarh Administration
addressing the participants

Mr Ankit Magan speaking on
Efficient Rain Water Harvesting
Technologies

Ar Jit Kumar Gupta speaking on water
efficiency in Built Environment

Mr Sanjay Gupta speaking on Water
Standards & Codes

Mr Sourav Choudhary during the presentation on
Water Conservation – The IGBC Way and
Interactive session on IGBC AP Examination

Mr. Victor D’souza making a presentation
on Eco Technology for Water Treatment

Mr Manas Misra during the
presentation on Irrigation
Control & Systems
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IGL Day 4 : Sustainable Building Materials : 14 July 2018

Ms Vaishnavi Paturu speaking on
Green Building Materials – Civil & Interior
Materials

Mr Harshit Bahl talking on
Green walls and Biophilic design

Ms Neetu Jain during her presentation on
Energy Efficiency through Cool Roofs

Mr Manish Bhatia during his
presentation on Cool Wall

Mr Jai Taparia making presentation on
Eco Friendly Construction Building
Blocks

Mr Bhupinder Kumar speaking on
Global Trends in Solar Energy

Mr Abhimanyu Deswal addressing
on Green Building Making Business
Sense

IGL Day 5 : Health & Well-being of Occupants: 21 July 2018

Mr Amith M C speaking on Indoor
Environment Quality – Standards &
Codes Thermal Comfort & Daylight

Dr Rakesh Kumar during his
presentation on Ergonomics :
Architecture Can change the World

Mr Kaplish Aneja talking on
Case Studies and Importance of
Acoustics In Designing Building

Participants at Day 5 of IGL

Mr Shrikant Choudhary
making presentation on
Low VOC Paints
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GreenTalk on Green Buildings & Built - Environment
6 July 2018 | NITTTR, Chandigarh
A detailed presentation was made by Mr Saurav Choudhary, Associate Counsellor, IGBC on Green Buildings
& Green built Environment to Students & faculties. Presentation covered Conservation of Resources, Water
Efficiency, Energy Efficiency, Solid Waste Management, Efficient Use of Land, Enhanced Quality Of Life
and Sustainable Mobility, Green Cities, Green Villages & Green Buildings.

Mr Sourav Choudhary Associate Counsellor, IGBC during the
presentation

Participants at the session

Session on Green Building Movement in India & Green Buildings
20 June 2018 | Jagadhari, Haryana
Session on Green Building movement in
India and Green Buildings was organized
to sensitize officials of
Carriage &
Wagon Workshop, Northern Railway,
Jagadhari, Haryana.

Environment Day Celebration

Officials at the session

5 June 2018 | Kalka, Haryana
To Celebrate Environment day, Presentation on Green buildings and Sustainable materials was made to
officials of Northern railway, Kalka Workshop, Kalka, Haryana. The programme concluded with Sapling
Plantation by IGBC office bearers and Workshop officials at the workshop premises.

Col Shailesh Pathak, Co Chairman, IGBC
Chandigarh Chapter interacting with officials
of Kalka Workshop

Mr Abhimanyu Deswal, Co Chairman, IGBC
Chandigarh Chapter during his presentation

IGBC officials and Kalka Workshop officials
during sapling plantation
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Plaque Handover to Homeland Height
28 May 2018 | Mohali, Punjab
Rating
:
Platinum - IGBC Green Residential
Site Area
:
4.6019 ACRE
Built Up Area:
909002.535 Sq.Ft.
Building Use :
24 hours being a Residential Society
Energy Management : Energy Efficient LED Lighting, Energy
Ar Jit Kumar Gupta, Chairman, IGBC
Efficient regenerative drive/V3F Frequency
Chandigarh Chapter presenting the Plaque to
lifts.
Mr. Umang Jindal, MD, Homeland Heights
Water Management :Recycled water by STP reused for
flushing & Landscaping and Rainwater Harvesting System

Plaque Handover to Tynor Orthotics Pvt Ltd.
8 May 2018 | Mohali, Punjab
Rating
:
Site Area
:
Built Up Area :
Building Use :
Key Green Features :

Gold - IGBC Green Factory
2.5 acres
1.45 lac sq ft
Manufacturing Facility Cum office

Energy efficient Air-conditioning system, 30% Reduced tonnage of air
conditioning, Good green cover with Drip Irrigation system, 50%
reduction in effort in material movement.

Chairman and Co - Chairmen, IGBC
Chandigarh Chapter presenting the Plaque to
Mr. A J Singh, ED, Tynor Orthotics

Least No. and size of Windows in south and west side of building , instead ventilators designed to increase illumination
North and North east side of the Building is having full glass facade allowing maximum illumination and 90% reduction in
direct sunlight.
Most efficient Solar power generation system of approx 190 KW. Eco-friendly materials like AAC blocks, VOC free
paints, low water consumption faucets etc. Recycling of curing water.

Plaque Handover to Tata Myst, Kasouli, Himachal Pradesh
28 March 2018 | Chandigarh
Rating
:
Site Area
:
Building Use :

Platinum - IGBC Green Homes
48,807 sqm
Residential

Key Green Features :
100 % of all grey water treated, Low flow plumbing fixtures , 100 % Rain
Sh. Kapil Setia Chief Architect Chandigarh
water harvesting, onsite treatment for 100 % waste water, STP treated
presenting the Plaque to Tata Myst Kasouli
water used for flushing and landscaping, Energy saving lighting fixtures,
Solar water heating system for 100% of the hot water requirements, Segregation & recycle of waste, all dwelling units
with access to daylighting, views and cross ventilation. Use of low VOC materials.
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Workshop on Enhanced Energy Efficiency for Green Buildings
28 March 2018 | Chandigarh
A One Day Workshop on Enhanced Energy Efficiency for Green Buildings in Chandigarh was organized by
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter on 28 March 2018 in Chandigarh. The Workshop supported the Building Professionals to explore the knowledge on Green Buildings, Building Simulation, Enhanced Energy Efficiency in
buildings and exposure on Building Standards and Codes predominantly used in Energy Efficient Building Design and Operation.
The Workshop was well received by 27 Participants from the industry. Ar Kapil Setia, Chief Architect, Chandigarh Administration was the Chief Guest, Mr Shivraj Dhaka, Counsellor, IGBC and Mr Gurneet Singh,
Director, Environmental Design Solutions Pvt. Ltd were the faculty for the Workshop.

Mr Gurmeet Singh during the Workshop

Participants at the session

Presentation on Green Building Movement in India & Green Buildings
Presentation on Green Building movement in India and Green Buildings was well received by CII Chandigarh
Council Members on 9 February 2018 in Chandigarh and CII Ludhiana Zonal Council Members on 30 April
2018 in Ludhiana, Punjab.

IGBC Making Presentation During CII Ludhiana Zonal
Council Members’ Meeting

IGBC Making Presentation During CII Chandigarh Council
Members’ Meeting
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Launch of IGBC’s Student Chapter
Considering the role and importance of academic institutions in general and professional institutions in particular in
promoting local and global sustainability, Indian Green Building Council (IGBC), Chandigarh Chapter launched IGBC
student chapters followed by awareness session on Green Building concepts. The objective of launching the student
chapters is to spread awareness on Green Buildings amongst the student community and ignite the idea of green in
young minds, thereby facilitating India to become one of the global leaders in embracing green building concepts.

School of Architecture & Landscape Design, Shri Mata Vaishno Devi University
Thursday, 13 December 2018 | Katra, Jammu & Kashmir

I K Gujral, Punjab Technical University, Khunimajra Campus
Thursday, 04 October 2018 | Mohali, Punjab

Graphic Era Hill University
Tuesday, 25 September 2018 | Dehradun, Uttarakhand
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AP Goyal Shimla University
Saturday, 15 September 2018 | Shimla, Himachal Pradesh

Chandigarh College of Architecture
Wednesday, 25 April 2018 | Chandigarh

Government Polytechnic, Ambala City
Tuesday, 10 April 2018 | Ambala, Haryana

Baddi University of Emerging Science & Technologies
Thursday, 08 Feb 2018 | Baddi, Himachal Pradesh
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Presentation on Green Building & Materials
23 Feb 2018 | NITTTR Chandigarh
Mr Abhimanyu Deswal, Co - Chairman, IGBC
Chandigarh Chapter made a detailed presentation on
IGBC initiatives, Green Buildings and materials at the
International Conference on clean technology and
sustainable Development organized by NITTTR,
Chandigarh.

GreenTalk on Green Cities & Green Buildings
Shimla
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter sensitized government official and
relevant stakeholders on Green Buildings & Green Cities
in Shimla.
Mr Punit Aggarwal, Counsellor, IGBC gave a detailed
presentation on Green Cities which covered Conservation of
Resources, Water Efficiency, Energy Efficiency, Solid Waste
Management, Efficient Use of Land, Enhanced Quality Of Life
and Sustainable Mobility & Green Buildings.

GreenTalk on Green Buildings : Myths & Reality
Chandigarh
IGBC Chandigarh Chapter organized a Green -Talk to members of Rotary Chandigarh Shivalik. Ar Jit Kumar
Gupta, Chairman, IGBC Chandigarh Chapter sensitized the members on Green Buildings: Myths & Reality.
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Geothermal air - conditioning project
Indian School of Business, Mohali campus

Background

- Mr Ashish Bhardwaj,
Associate Director - Operation
Indian School of Business & Member, IGBC

ISB Mohali campus is one of the early adopters of the geothermal innovation in a cooling dominated Indian
tropical region. One of the compelling reasons to take up the geothermal project was to demonstrate
sustainability illustration to students, global faculties and visitors.
The decision to adopt the technology involved a number of
stakeholders including the founders, Perkins Eastman, New York
based Architect among others. The stakeholder team carried out
thorough due diligence on the technology, on socio environmental
benefits of adopting the technology and on innovators of the
technology.
The geothermal system has been operating since 2015.
About the geothermal system
ISB Mohali campus currently has 3 numbers of 300 TR chiller plants. One of the three chillers is looped with
a geothermal system, while the other two chillers are connected to traditional cooling towers.
The chillers receive heat extracted from the building through a chilled water loop. The chillers pass on the heat
they receive from the building to a final node from where the heat is rejected to environment.
In a traditional design, the cooling towers form the final node for the heat dissipation. The cooling towers
dissipate heat to the open ambient environment by evaporating water. The cooling towers constantly lose 6 to
7 liters of water per TR per hour through evaporation, bleed loss and drift losses. Besides water loss in the
cooling towers, energy consumption of chillers increases with increase in ambient temperatures.
In a geothermal design, the geothermal system forms the final node for heat dissipation. The geothermal
system dissipates heat to an underground environment which provides an effective mechanism of heat
transfer. There is no water loss in a geothermal design as the geothermal system doesn’t evaporate water.
There is also no chemical usage in a geothermal system as there are no changes in pH value or hardness of
water over time. The energy consumption with geothermal system is also lower than the energy consumption
with traditional cooling tower system primarily for two reasons. Firstly, the earth temperatures in most cases
are much lower than the atmospheric temperatures. With the lower temperatures the efficiencies of the
air-conditioning systems are significantly higher. Secondly, geothermal system ensures clean condenser tubes.
With cleaner condenser tubes, chillers consume lower energy.
Conclusions
The benefits of the geothermal system are validated over three years of system operation. The water and
chemical saving is conclusive as the system doesn’t seek any water and chemicals. The energy saving is
corroborated with clean condenser tubes and constant and lower condenser entering water temperature unlike
in case of cooling tower based chillers.
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CareFusion - BD Office

“A IGBC Platinum rated Green Interior office”
- Ar Vivek Mittal,
V M Associates & Member, IGBC
Carefusion BD office in DLF building, IT Park, Chandigarh designed & built by V M Associates have achieved
the unique distinction of becoming North India’s First IGBC Green Interiors Platinum rated project in India.
Carefusion BD office in Chandigarh includes the following features:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fresh air as per International Standards
CO2 monitoring for occupants wellbeing
Indoor plants to enhance IAQ
Ergonomic design of furniture
Energy efficient LED lights with occupancy and dimmer sensors.
No smoking policy
Ample outdoor views
Use of low VOC content finishes - paints & coatings.

Design Aspect
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide work place that are clean and simple by eliminating wires and clutter from desktops and
conference rooms.
Created break out spaces with in the work area. These spaces are for those informal chats or just a
change of scenery. These spaces take down barriers to communication and encourage spontaneity in the
office.
Use technology to make working in the office easier. Wireless connectivity in the office enables staff to
work anywhere, giving them an excellent way to change their scenery. Impromptu meetings are easier
when you can take your laptop with you
Health & wellbeing of occupants, neat & clean wash rooms & cafeteria add on advantage of good work
place.
Placement of colors in random ways in the work station screens boosts happiness, productivity and
creativity.
Ergonomic office furniture stimulates worker productivity and reduces the number of sick days.

Conclusion
V M Associates foresees that the present time is of integrated sustainable built environment. This will be in
the form of Office Buildings & Interiors & Residences with other architectural sectors too.
V M Associates thanks IGBC who gave an enormous opportunity to design the interiors as green, this will
facilitate in building a greener & healthier India.
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Role and Importance of Pre-Fabrication in Promoting Sustainable Built Environment
- Ar Jit Kumar Gupta
Chairman, IGBC Chandigarh Chapter
Introduction
With India growing rapidly in population, mobility, trade and commerce, leisure, healthcare, education,
industry and urbanisation, demand for built environment is increasing rapidly to take care of the basic human
needs of shelter, living, working, care of body & spirits besides travel. Estimates made by McKinsey Global
Institute in its report, India’s Urban Awakening: Building Inclusive Cities, Sustaining Economic Growth, April
2010, ‘India would be required to create on annual basis buildings to the tune of 700-900 million sqmts (equal
to the built up volume of Chicago City in USA) to meet the needs of built environment of urban India’. Despite
huge projected requirements, little priority is being given to building industry to make it more effective and
efficient. Buildings continue to be constructed in-situ following the traditional methods, leading to considerable
delay in projects completion, inefficiency in construction, cost-overrun and time-overrun etc, leading to
widening the gap between demand and supply of built environment.
Buildings are known to be large consumers of energy and resources besides generators of waste. Buildings
are also known for large carbon footprints and promoters of global warming, requiring large manpower and
financial resources for their planning, designing and construction. As definers of human growth and
development, buildings are known to make people healthy and sick. As definer of journey of human growth
and development, building as a sector, would require close scrutiny and monitoring, for making them effective
and efficient. Accordingly, buildings need to be planned, designed and constructed, with care and caution, to
mitigate their adverse impact and enhance their intrinsic values. New methods of constructions and state of
art construction technologies need to be put in place to make construction sector more responsive to the
emerging needs of nation’s growth and development involving minimum time, minimal cost and least
resources.
Traditional on - site construction-Issues
Majority of construction taking place now in India follow the traditional on-site pattern of construction.
Traditional on-site construction is described as linear construction, where each individual step is not only
constructed entirely/ largely on site, but also needs to be completed before the project can move on to the
next phase. Such construction has major implications in terms of time, cost,quality, safety, noise, pollution,
manpower etc which can be defined as;





















Majority of building components constructed entirely/ largely on site,
Linear construction- where each step needs to be completed before taking up next.
Considerable time taken for construction- Highly time consuming-time intensive
Generation of large scale waste- waste intensive
Construction schedule largely dictated by prevailing weather conditions.
Generation of lot of pollution, traffic, noise and dust- pollution intensive
Unsafe for the workers deployed in construction.
Needs lot of manpower for making and supervision of building operation- manpower intensive
Large inventory of material- material intensive
Material storage facilities at site, Loss/theft of material from site
Creation of accommodation for workers deployed at construction
Large variation in quality- largely dependent on work force deployed
Use of lot of water/energy – resource intensive- Grey Buildings
Increased initial cost of construction- cost inefficient
Uneconomical in cost and resources- cost overrun
Delayed return on project, Large site disruption
Unpredictable project schedule- Construction inefficiency
Limited application in hazardous areas
Adverse impact on surroundings
Totally constructed/Individual/human oriented
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Pre- fabrication/Modular Construction

Looking at the entire context of on-site construction, it was considered prudent that instead of on-site
construction, off-site/modular constructions offers enormous opportunities , which not only overcomes the
disadvantage of traditional construction, but also offer distinct advantages in terms of cost, time, quality,
safety, environment, materials etc. Off-Site construction is a process that incorporates pre-fabrication and
pre-assembly. It involves creating individual building components off site in a designated factory, shipping
said parts to the plot of land and installing the components to create a finished structure Off-site fabrication
requires a project strategy that changes the orientation of the project process from construction
to manufacture to installation. This method of construction differs significantly from basic methods and offers
numerous benefits for both the building owner and the construction agency. Despite distinct advantages
prefabrication, as a process, has its limitations also. Prefabrication is bad for making last-minute changes. It’s
good for making when project is fine tuned to last detail before starting. When done correctly, off-site
construction can benefit a project’s schedule, budget and skilled labour requirements

Advantages

Prefabricated/modular/off-site construction has numerous advantages such as





Building in Hazardous Area
Assured Quality Construction
Material Efficiency
Cost- Efficiency






Green Construction
Flexibility
Reduced Site Disruption
Time Efficiency

Limitations imposed by the Prefab Buildings;
Despite numerous advantages which prefab construction hold, it has few limitations which are listed below





Monotony
Restricting additions and alterations
Reduced Resale Value
Roadblock in Financing






High Transportation Cost
Accuracy and Precision
Mass Production
Skilled Manpower and Cost

Conclusion
Looking at the fact that India is passing through an era of rapid and massive urbanisation coupled with
government launching number of missions and yojnas calling for, ‘Housing for all by 2022’; constructing
millions of latrines pan India under Swatchh Bharat Mission; creating markets for street vendors and home for
houseless in all urban centres under National Urban Skill & Livelihood Mission; promoting rural development
under RuUrban Mission; development of 100 cities under Smart City Mission besides taking up development
under HRIDAY and AMRUT, demand for building is increasing many fold. In order to achieve defined
objectives under these innovative missions, government will have to revitalise and empower the construction
industry to make it more vibrant, cost-effective, energy-efficient, qualitative, sustainable, resource-efficient
and safe. For this, government has to immediately come out with a well defined and innovative policy to
promote state of art construction technologies. Looking at the fact, that pre-fabrication/modular construction
has proved its worth globally, it will be appropriate such technology is also made operational in India on large
scale. Despite limitations, prefabricated and precast construction methods offer numerous benefits involving
optimal materials usage, recycling, freedom from pollution, wind & rain; improved construction safety; year
round and fast construction, reduced pilferage; better quality control etc besides providing a real alternative to
on-site processes. With improvement in manufacturing technology, prefabricated construction is proving to be
an extremely viable option. Committee of experts appointed by the National Research Council of USA
identified “greater use of prefabrication/modularization” as a key breakthrough opportunity that could
significantly improve the efficiency and competitiveness of the construction industry going forward. With
construction industry facing acute shortage of onsite quality skilled labour and making structures leaner, it is
time ripe enough to promote adoption of large scale offsite prefabrication/modularization solutions’
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How ECBC Cell Effective for ECBC Implementation in State?
“Theme – Energy Efficiency in Buildings”

- Mr Money Khanna,
Design 2 Occupancy & Member, IGBC

ECBC (Energy Conservation Building Code) is a document that specifies the energy performance requirements
for all commercial buildings that are going to be constructed in India and is mandated by EC Act, 2001. ECBC
was launched by Ministry of Power, Government of India in May 2007 developed by an Expert Committee,
set up by India’s Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE), as a first step towards promoting energy efficiency in
the building sector.
The Objective of ECBC is to provide minimum requirements for Energy Efficient Design and Construction of
Buildings and their systems. ECBC sets minimum energy standards for new commercial buildings having a
connected load of 100kW or contract demand of 120 KVA and above or recommended for all buildings with
conditioned area greater than 500m2 and above (it may be changed in every state according to the state’s
requirement). The applicability of ECBC applies to Building Envelope, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation &
Air-Conditioning) Systems, SHWP (Service Hot Water & Pumping), Lighting systems and Electrical Power.
As buildings are increasing day by day; majorly commercial buildings as malls, hospitals, hotels, institutions
which contribute to more energy consumption where the focus and attention needs to be provided. The major
contribution to the buildings in different areas of energy consumption where HVAC contributes around 40%,
Building Envelope contributes around 15%, Lighting contributes around 26%, Service Hot Water and
Pumping contributes around 5%, Electrical power contributes around 14%, where attention needs to be
provided. As per ECO3, approx. 3 million sq. ft. commercial space building every day (i.e. ~ 1 billion sq. ft. per
year). Estimates based on simulation models indicate ECBC compliant buildings can use 40 – 60% less energy
than conventional buildings. It has been estimated that the implementation of ECBC for commercial buildings
with connected load above 100kW, will lead to energy savings to the tune 65 Million units which can supply
electricity to 40,000 rural families for a year at current rate of commercial growth in cities.
The major focus is to make climate responsive buildings, energy efficient buildings which consume very less
energy as compared to conventional buildings which should be ECBC Compliant Buildings. The significance
of ECBC is to regulate better building thermal performance, contribute to serious environmental and economic
problems because of excessive consumption of energy and other natural resources and energy use according to
climate change, encourages use of daylighting, shading, natural ventilation, solar energy etc., and it majorly
focuses on energy performance of buildings rather than green building design. The impact of ECBC
Compliance will bring energy efficiency in building sector, market development for EE products, improved
design practices, improved building performance, lesser addition of power generation capacity, lower HVAC
loads, reduced energy consumption and costs.
In this regard, Govt. of India and various state governments took effective steps in favor to make Energy
Efficient buildings in India. For now, 10 states have been notified the ECBC as mandatory requirement in
designing and construction of buildings which brings energy efficiency in the commercial sector. In most of
states, ECBC Cells (consists Engineers & Architects) have been established for proper implementation of
ECBC in the states. ECBC Cells coordinate with various stakeholder departments to make aware of ECBC, use
of ECBC and impart knowledge and sensitize for effective implementation of ECBC in the state. ECBC Cell
helps stakeholder departments to modify their bye-laws as per provisions of ECBC, inclusion of energy
efficient building materials/products in Common Schedule of Rates (CSR), modification in approval of
building plans sanctioning with the provisions of ECBC, supports to prepare brief documentation for their
reference, and conducting regular Interactive sessions and Capacity Building Programmes for providing
detailed overview on the Implementation of ECBC in their states.
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